
LESSON 2

MARCH 13, 2022

Freedom to Worship
Bible Background • EZRA 5, 6:1-12; 10:1-5

Printed Text • EZRA 6:1-12 
Devotional Reading • 1 CORINTHIANS 6:19-20

Teacher Preparation
Unifying Principle—Support for Needed Projects. 
Sometimes people focus on their own adverse situations rather than seeking guidance. Why do we act 
and speak according to our situations rather than seeking liberation from them? Ezra shows us that 
when we recognize and confess our failings, God is ready to listen and support us, even in unexpected 
ways.
A. Read the Bible Background and Devotional Reading.
B. Pray for your students and lesson clarity.
C. Read the lesson Scripture in multiple translations.

O—Open the Lesson
A. Begin the class with prayer.
B. Begin the  by writing on the board: “Dear Representative __________: I am writing to urge you 
to   ________.” Ask participants to bring up ways that this letter might be continued. Lead into Bible 
study by explaining that our lesson text deals with a request made to a government official and his 
response.
C. Have the students read the Aim for Change and the In Focus story.
D. Ask students how events like those in the story weigh on their hearts and how they can view these 
events from a faith perspective.

Words You Should Know
A. Hindered (Ezra 6:8) betel (Aram.)—To cease; to cause to stop
B. Destroy (v. 12) khabal (Aram.)—To corrupt or despoil with impurity

P—Present the Scriptures
A. Read the Focal Verses and discuss the Background and The People, Places, and Times sections.
B. Have the class share what Scriptures stand out for them and why, with particular emphasis on 
today’s themes.

E—Explore the Meaning
A. Use In Depth or More Light on the Text to facilitate a deeper discussion of the lesson text.
B. Pose the questions in Search the Scriptures and Discuss the Meaning. 
C. Discuss the Liberating Lesson and Application for Activation sections.

N—Next Steps for Application
A. Summarize the value of seeking God’s guidance during difficult times.
B. End class with a commitment to pray for forgiveness for letting fears paralyze them.


